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WELCOME . . .
Fragrance has the instant and invisible power to penetrate
consciousness with pure pleasure. Scent reaches us in ways that elude sight
and sound but conjure imagination in all its sensuality, unsealing hidden
worlds. A whiff of

a once-familiar odor, and memories surge into

consciousness on a sea of emotion. Potent as it can be, however, smell is the
most neglected of our senses.
We search for visual beauty in art and in nature, and take care to arrange our
homes and business places in a way that pleases the eye. We seek out new
music and musicians and we explore new cuisines and the tactile worlds. Yet
most of us take our sense of smell for granted, leaving it to its own devices in a
monotonous and oversaturated olfactory environment. We never think about
its cultivation or enrichment, even though some of life’s most exquisite
pleasures consequently elude us.
Scent Company focuses, plays and works with “the sense of smell” to support
brands and companies in their communication and branding strategies, to
discover that no other sense has such a strong power of imagination and
suggestion and of calling up ancient memories with a wider and deeper
emotional reverberation. We design dreams and give new life to special
emotions, to those living inside us as olfactory reminiscences.
Not so different from a painting or work of music, an artistic fragrance is a
composition, able to speak directly to the heart of clients, without words.
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EXPERIENTIAL AND MULTI-SENSORIAL MARKETING
STRATEGIES: TO CONQUER THE CLIENT AND TO
INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MESSAGES.

EXPERIENTIAL AND MULTI-SENSORIAL
MARKETING

Everyone knows the power exercised by music and images on our senses
and therefore on our psyche, but certainly can not be said for smells, whose
most persuasive power is unknown. The sense of smell also escapes the
control of the rules that govern the other sensory systems, connoting
itself as the most emotional and the least controllable. The apparent
weakness of the nose, its being most direct (due to its immediate action
on the nervous system), more intuitive and especially more evocative of
the other senses (the olfactory memories are the most persistent), is in fact
its strong point .
Poets and writers in all times have speculated on the emotional
sensations aroused by the smells and told how these provoke wide
flights of memory..
The language of smells acts on a less frequented channel - the emotional
one - and therefore it is more receptive and immediate, a peculiarity that
certainly must be exploited in communication: this makes it much more
eloquent and more convincing than words, stimulating the purchase of
a product in a more incisive and seductive way.
«the perfume has a more persuasive force of words, appearance, feeling and
of the will " - P. Süskind
Some researches of the last decades have shown that over two-thirds of
consumer choices are attributable to subjective sensations not dictated
by rational motivations and, more interestingly, such sensations would be
directly connected to the sensory stimuli unleashed at the time of purchase.
"The path of persuasion - says A. Testa, an expert in advertising
communication - develops more easily for the shortcuts of emotions that
along the highway of reason" (2003: 31).
And by orienting our perception of reality, emotions influence our thoughts
and actions. So, more and more companies rely on experiential and
multi-sensorial marketing strategies: to conquer the client and to increase
the effectiveness of the messages, it is used a synaesthetic languages,
teasing all five senses (see Miani et al., 2008).
These strategies are inspired by the assumption that the choice of a
product is not dictated solely by reasons of utility linked to the
cost-benefit ratio, but also by emotions and moods evoked by the
product itself or simply aroused by the environment, which act in more
profound and direct way on our emotional sphere.
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AUTHENTICITY AND MULTISENSORY
ENVIRONMENTS PLAY A KEY ROLE IN
THE FUTURE OF HOSPITALITY.

OLFACTORY BRANDING FOR HOTELS:
SCENT REALLY CHANGES THE EXPERIENCE IN
A HOTEL
Interior Designers & hotel decorators are making new products for hotels
that appeal to our heightened interest in tactile and sensorial stimuli. Their
aim is to provide new solutions to increase the sense of wellbeing.
Hotels are integrating innovative technologies for services.
But authenticity and multisensory environments play a key role for the
future of hospitality.
Whether for business or for pleasure, lifestyle travellers seek places where
architecture, design and ambience reflect wellbeing, speak about emotions
and offer an authentic experience.
Scent really changes the experience in a hotel, enhances all other interior
design elements and creates a strong brand identity. A tailored scent allows
the brand to express or communicate itself through another medium to
complete the branding message immediately the moment the guests arrive in
the hotel lobby.
The guests start their journey enveloped by an invisible charming hug,
accompanying them through the rest of the building, the reception, the
private rooms, the SPA, the fitness room and so on. As soon as guests smell the
custom scent of the hotel, they immediately recognize the fragrance, the
hotel, and most importantly how they feel about their experience there.

" You walk into one of the most exclusive luxury hotels, with the most
beautiful architecture and the most incredible design and panoramic
views you have ever seen. Then you smell a fragrance never felt before…
elegant, welcoming, energizing, that makes you dream...

– ‘’that’s when you are living a unique luxury experience”.
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THE STEPS OF THE OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR HOTELS

THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR HOTELS
Scent Company creates the olfactory identity tailored to the Hotel. The
signature scent is used for the diffusion of perfume through professional
fragrance diffusers and incorporated into a custom scented collection, a line
of amenities and other scented marketing material.
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Enjoy Remote and Remote Plus are scent diffusers connected to the
air-conditioning or ventilation system of the Hotel and are completely
hidden and programmed and controlled through a remote system. The
number of machines needed depends on the size of the area to be
scented. Enjoy Remote has a scent capacity up to 1200 m³ while Enjoy
Remote Plus up to 1800 m³.
These machines are usually installed to cover specific areas of the hotel: the
entrance hall, the reception area, the lobby, the relaxation area, the main
corridors, the elevators, the bar area, the SPA and fitness room areas,
finally the rooms for congresses and meetings.

Hotels
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that

can

not

install

remote machines in the

air-conditioning or ventilation
system, can choose a different
solutions: our mobile systems
called

Enjoy

Enjoy
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Sensitive
Lux.

and

Usually

these diffusers are positioned
by the entrance door of the
hotel or are placed in hidden
areas of the reception and
lobby

and

corridors.

coverage is up to 300 m3.
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THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR HOTELS

To cover small areas such as bathrooms or small lobbies and reading rooms is usually
recommend the Enjoy Mood machine which has a scent coverage up to 300 m3.
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ENJOY MOOD

The creation of a bespoke scented collection that incorporates the signature scent
of the hotel is perfect to complement the ambient scenting even in areas where
professional machines can not be installed. The final result is a 360 °, consistent,
constant and exciting olfactory journey, which starts at the entrance of the hotel
and in the common areas, and then continues in the private room of the guest
where they will find a rattan stick diffuser for example, a scented candle, a fragrant
notebook and blocknotes, a room & linen spray, body mist, a scented card in the

—
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wardrobe, as well as the line of amenities in the bathroom.
The Hotel staff usually spray the signature scent before the guest's arrival.

This can all be achieved with the same exclusive ambient fragrance.
It is also possible to create a "Goodnight Pillow Mist" with fragrances that combine
sleep and relaxation, which the guest can choose according to their preferences.
Usually every Hotel creates its olfactory identity that is declined in various solutions
and products.
It could also happens that the Hotel decides to combine their olfactory logo with
other fragrances to create an olfactory journey.
This is the case, for example, of the Ritz Carlton in Tokyo, which has decided to design
with Scent Company a signature scent for the hotel and a different fragrance for the
SPA with an important component of bamboo and another different scent for the
Wedding Chapel, with an incisive component of rose notes.

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR HOTELS
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MUSKY AND AMBER FRAGRANCE
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FLOWERY AND FRESH
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR HOTELS
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FLOWERY FRAGRANCE
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FRESH AND FLOWERY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR HOTELS
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FRUITY AND FLOWERY
FRAGRANCE
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CASE STUDIES IN THE
HOTEL FIELD
Read the case studies at the following link:
The Ritz Carlton Hotel Tokyo

**LINK DA AGGIORNARE PER NUOVO SITO http://scentcompany.com/the-ritz-carlton-luxury-hotel-scen
Park Hyatt Milano
**LINK DA AGGIORNARE http://scentcompany.com/park-hyatt-milano-marketing-olfattivo-scent/
Acqua Luxury Suites Santorini
** LINK DA AGGIORNARE http://scentcompany.com/aqua-luxury-suites-signature-scent-marketing/
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SPA &
WELLNESS
AND FITNESS
CENTERS
—
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SPAS, WELLNESS & FITNESS CENTERS REMAIN
PLACES WHERE ONE TAKES CARE OF THEMSELVES AND
RECOVERS THE BALANCE BETWEEN BODY, MIND AND
SOUL. IT IS ALL ABOUT EMOTIONS, AND SO IS SCENT.

DO NOT FORGET ABOUT AMBIENT SCENTING IN
YOUR SPA OR WELLNESS OR FITNESS CENTER

SPAs today represent a discreet and private area where guests can experience
their personal relax and wellness experience, in a space suspended in time,
far away from any communication with everyday life.
Exclusive treatments, unique décor and customer service all help to develop a
strong SPA or Wellness & Fitness Center brand. But do not forget about
ambient scenting!
The design of a bespoken Signature Scent to scent and complement the
interior space, aromatherapy and finally the use of special aromas inside
the sauna, steam and emotional showers to propel clients to new levels of
relaxation.
Smell is an invitation to a journey: it allows us to leave the ordinary course of
things and start a journey. Just close your eyes and try to realise scent is
something alive, vibrant and unique.
Start to imagine and relax, just like you take the first sip of a fine wine or
listen to beautiful music.

THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT

—
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Scent Company creates the olfactory identity tailored to SPA, Wellness or
Fitness Center. The signature scent is used for the diffusion of scent
through professional fragrance diffusers and incorporated into a custom
and branded scented collection, a line of amenities and other scented marketing material.
After the signature scent is designed, it is important to catch the correct
method to diffuse it in the environment, in order to appreciate the
depth of a custom fragrance inside the branded space. The scent diffusers
to be used can be either exposed, mobile and freestanding, wall-mounted
or concealed, or directly connected to the air conditioning or ventila- tion
system in place. Everything depends on the size and characteristics of
the spaces to be scented.
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THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT

Scent Company also supplies ready-to-use fragrance solutions for steam baths,
showers and saunas. We have an innate feeling for natural aromas (which are
mostly used inside steam baths, emotional showers and saunas).

The creation of a bespoke scented collection that incorporates the signature
scent of the SPA or wellness clinic is perfect to extend the ambient scenting
even in areas where professional machines can not be installed. The final result
is a 360 °, consistent, constant and exciting olfactory journey, which starts at
the entrance of the SPA or wellness center and then continues in the waiting
rooms, at reception, in corridors and lifts, in relaxation and massages rooms
and in the areas of the pools.
The perfect scented products for SPAs and wellness & fitness centers are:
Rattan sticks diffuser, scented candle, fragrant notebook and blocknotes
room & linen spray, eau de parfum, body mist for the pool area as well as
an amenities line.
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR SPAS AND
WELLNESS & FITNESS CENTERS
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FLOWERY AND CITRUS
FRAGRANCE
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CITRUS, SPICY AND WOODY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR SPAS AND
WELLNESS & FITNESS CENTERS
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FLOWERY AND CITRUS
FRAGRANCE
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WOODY, POWDERY

The fragrance is Floral,
Powdery

FLORAL AND POWDERY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR SPAS AND
WELLNESS & FITNESS CENTERS
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The fragrance is Powdery,
Musky, Amber

POWDERY, MUSKY AND
AMBER FRAGRANCE
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RETAIL
—
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SCENT BRANDING IN STORE: A GUARANTEE OF
SWEETNESS AND STRONG EMOTIONS.

WHEN CUSTOMERS VISIT THE PHYSICAL STORES,
THE BRAND EXPERIENCE NEEDS TO BE A
MEMORABLE ONE!

Scent branding is a particularly new way to brand fashion retail stores and
luxury innovative and creative realities. Nowadays the in-store retail
experience is crucial as more and more customers move to online
shopping platforms. When they do visit the physical stores, the brand
experience needs to be a memorable one!
The physical stores, from boutiques to department stores, from multi-brand
stores to outlets, have been revolutionized by the internet, a place for
definition out of time and space.
So why keeping on investing in physical stores if the internet is taking up
all the space?
Because we are human beings and the strongest and most authentic
emotions are still felt in the physical universe, not in the virtual one.
The quintessence of luxury seems to be combining the brand’s image, a
custom signature scent diffused in the store and other in-store
multi-sensory experiences.
The message sounds like this: if you can make customers spend more
pleasant time in store, they are likely to spend more and identify
themselves in a world that they adore and which reflects their style.

THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR A RETAIL
STORE
Scent Company creates the olfactory identity tailored to the Brand and the
flagships. The signature scent is used for the diffusion through professional
fragrance diffusers and can then also incorporated into a custom and
branded scented collection and other scented marketing material.
After the signature scent is designed, it is important to identify the correct
method to diffuse it in the environment, in order to appreciate the depth of a
custom fragrance inside the store. The scent diffusers for flagships can be
either exposed, mobile and freestanding, wall-mounted or concealed, thus
directly connected to the air conditioning or ventilation system in place.
Everything depends on the size and characteristics of the spaces to be
scented.
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THE PROCESS OF AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR RETAIL STORES

THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR A RETAIL STORE
Enjoy Remote and Remote Plus are scent diffusers connected to the
air-conditioning or ventilation system of the store and are completely
hidden and programmed and controlled through a remote system. The
number of machines needed depends on the size of the area to be
scented. Enjoy Remote has a scent capacity up to 1200 m³ while Enjoy
Remote Plus up to 1800 m³.
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ENJOY SENSITIVE
Enjoy Mood, Sensitive and Sensitive Lux are used for smaller stores or
smaller spaces of the store to be scented. Generally, Enjoy Sensitive and
Sensitive Lux are positioned by the entrance door of the store.
The olfactory branding project can also be extended to a scented
collection dedicated to the brand and the Store. The scented products
can be used inside the store to scent the environment but also for
sale to the customer.
The scenting of the store induces customers to increase their stay inside the
store, to live an experience that leads to a deep engagement with the brand
identity; finally the possibility of buying the ambient fragrance that is used
inside the flagship, thus creating a lasting bond with the customer that
endures beyond closed doors.

- "Scent Branding: a lasting bond with the customer that
endures beyond closed doors"
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CASE STUDIES IN THE
RETAIL FIELD
Read the case studies at the following link:
Monnalisa fragrance designed by Scent Company
https://www.monnalisa.eu/en/girl/fragrance.html
Gucci worldwide stores

** LINK DA AGGIORNARE NUOVO SITO ttp://scentcompany.com/gucci-scent-store-olfactory-branding-d
Ferragamo stores
h** LINK DA AGGIORNARE ttp://scentcompany.com/ambient-scent-retail-store/
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - WOMAN
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WOODY FRAGRANCE
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CITRUS AND FRUITY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - WOMAN
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FLOWERY AND FRUITY
FRAGRANCE
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WOODY AND AROMATIC
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - WOMAN
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CITRUS AND AMBER
FRAGRANCE
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - MAN
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FLOWERY FRAGRANCE
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SPICY, WOODY AND MUSKY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - MAN
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WOODY FRAGRANCE
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FLOWERY, WOODY AND MUSKY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - MAN
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SPICY AND AMBER
FRAGRANCE
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - KIDS
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FLOWERY AND FRUITY
FRAGRANCE
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FLOWERY AND FRUITY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - KIDS
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VANILLA FRAGRANCE
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FLOWERY FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RETAIL
STORES - KIDS
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GOURMAND FRAGRANCE
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RESTAURANTS
& CAFÉS
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AN AMBIENT FRAGRANC HELPS TO CHANGE THE
PERCEPTION OF WHAT SURROUND US.

DO YOU KNOW THE GOURMAND ACCORDS?

To create a signature scent for Restaurants & Cafés is to reproduce the
smells that transport you, with the imagination, somewhere in the world or
in particular moments of daily life.

“Smell is a potent wizard that transports you
across thousands of miles
and all the years you have lived”.
- Helen Keller

An ambient fragrance has the same value and the same commitment of
the creator of a perfume for the person. It’s like a small work of art that
helps to change the perception of what surrounds us, with an impact on
people’s psyche, on their mood and memory.
The inspiration for these fragrances draws on the olfactory memory and
they are mainly gourmand accords and edible essences that are
associated with food: chocolate, vanilla, coco nut, hazelnut, caramel,
tonka bean, sugar, licorice, biscuits and coffee.
For example, vanilla, helps you rediscover your inner child, just imagine your
hands full of vanilla sugar while eating his mother’s freshly baked
cookies. Vanilla is linked to the emotional sphere between mother and child and has
a natural component, the bourbon lthat loosen tensions, stimulate the senses,
induces positive emotions and memories. The vanilla quenches anxiety
and provides a sort of fulfillment, particularly vaporized in the middle of
the day.
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RESTAURANTS & CAFÉS
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SPICY AND GOURMAND
FRAGRANCE
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WOODY FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR RESTAURANTS & CAFÉS
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FRUITY AND GOURMAND
FRAGRANCE
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SWEET, FRUITY FRAGRACE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
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VANILLA FRAGRANCE
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INTERIOR
DESIGN
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DO YOU WANT YOUR SCENT TO ACT AS A FORM OF
GREETING INSIDE YOUR STORES?

YOU MUST DIFFERENTIATE YOUR BRAND
EMOTIONALLY AND MEMORABLY ALSO IN THE
INTERIOR DESIGN FIELD.
In an age where it’s becoming more and more difficult to stand out in a
crowded market, you must differentiate your brand emotionally and
memorably also in the interior design field. Think about your brand in a
new way by considering how scent can play a role in making a more
powerful impression on your customers.
First of all fully understand your brand's DNA. Just as in visual or audio
branding, the signature scent needs to convey and support the interior
design brand foundation. For this process, you will need to define your
unique promise, brand personality, tone of voice, values, and the overall
emotions that you’d like associated with your brand experience.
Translate your statement into a scent. Run some tests with your new
exclusive signature scent inside your stores and decide your points for
diffusion. Look back at the statement you want to convey about your
brand’s values and personality and the overall experience you want to
create, and answer a few questions: Do you want the scent to act as a form of
greeting, so it’s centered on main entrances? Would you like a scent that
envelops your entire space or only highly trafficked areas? Would you like
your scent to be at play around the clock or only during certain hours? Are
you looking for scent to act as a backdrop or a more obvious and
identifiable statement? Once you have your answers, we can help you
determine the ideal location for the diffusers to suit your needs.
The results of developing and diffusing a signature scent can be
increased brand loyalty, product confidence, sales volume, price/value
perception, and more.
Scent Company creates the olfactory identity tailored for the Brand and the
interior design flagships. The signature scent is used for the diffusion of
perfume through professional fragrance diffusers and incorporated into a
custom and branded scented collection and other scented marketing
material.
After the signature scent is designed, it is important to catch the best
method to diffuse it in the environment, in order to appreciate the
depth of a custom fragrance inside the store. The scent diffusers for stores to
be used can be either exposed, mobile and freestanding, wall-mounted or
concealed, thus directly connected with the air conditioning or ventilation
system in place. Everything depends on the size and characteristics of the
spaces to be scented.
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THE PROCESS OF THE OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT FOR
INTERIOR DESIGN STORES

THE PROCESS AND THE SOLUTIONS OF
AN OLFACTORY BRANDING PROJECT
Enjoy Remote and Remote Plus are scent diffusers connected with the
air-conditioning or ventilation system of the store and are completely
hidden and programmed and controlled through a remote system. The
number of machines needed depends on the size of the area to be
scented. Enjoy Remote has a scent capacity up to 1200 m³ while Enjoy
Remote Plus up to 1800 m³.
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ENJOY SENSITIVE LUX

ENJOY MOOD

ENJOY SENSITIVE
Enjoy Mood, Sensitive and Sensitive Lux are used for smaller stores or
smaller spaces of the store to be scented. Generally, Enjoy Sensitive and
Sensitive Lux are hidden, at the entrance door of the store.
The olfactory branding project can also be extended to a scented
collection dedicated to the brand and the interior design store. The
scented

products can be used inside the store to scent the

environment but also for sale to the customer.
The scenting of the store induces customers to extend their stay inside the
store, to live an experience that leads to a deep engagement with the brand
identity; finally the possibility of buying the ambient fragrance that is
experimented inside the flagship thus creates a lasting bond with the
customer that endures also beyond closed doors.

- "Scent Branding: a lasting bond with the customer that
endures also beyond closed doors"
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CASE STUDIES IN THE
INTERIOR DESIGN FIELD
Read the case studies at the following link:
Minotti
** DA AGGIORNARE CON NUOVO SITOhttp://scentcompany.com/case-study-minotti-scent-marketing/
Flou
** DA AGGIORNARE http://scentcompany.com/flou-scent-marketing-fragrance/
Armani Casa
** DA AGGIORNARE Mhttp://scentcompany.com/armani-signature-scent-miami/
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SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
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SPICY, WOODY AND MUSKY
FRAGRANCE
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AMBER AND WOODY
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR INTERIOR DESIGN

new teck
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AROMATIC AND WOODY
FRAGRANCE
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AROMATIC
FRAGRANCE

SUGGESTED FRAGRANCES
FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
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WOODY AND AMBER
FRAGRANCE
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WHAT IS
YOUR SCENT
STORY?
—
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WHAT IS YOUR SCENT STORY?

HOW TO READ AN OLFACTORY PYRAMID

The language of a scent is invisible but it always tells us a story.
Just like a story, it has a beginning (top notes), a middle (heart
notes) and an end (base notes).
You should know that a fragrance is built as a pyramid: there are notes,
like in a song and they are put in order to create a fabulous music. In every
perfume, there are three kind of notes: the top notes, the heart notes and
the base notes. They are in chronological order, and you can smell them in
three different times.
The olfactory pyramid is a scheme that refers to the evaporation times of the
odorous molecules that make up a fragrance. At the top, the most volatile
and less lasting (top notes), followed by the slowest and most voluptuous
ones (heart notes). Those at the base of the pyramid are the most persistent
and tenacious (base notes).
A sort of perfume architecture consisting of three levels: at the summit
stand out the initial nuances, the top notes, or high notes. Light, volatile,
fresh, are mainly composed of citrus fruits, such as lemon, bergamot,
mandarin, grapefruit or marine, herbaceous and aromatic. They excite,
they surprise, but they do not last long. They are followed, after about ten
minutes, from the heart, or middle notes. They define the heart of the
fragrance: slow, voluptuous, often have hints of flowers, but also of spices
such as ginger, cloves, nutmeg, black pepper, saffron. They are the real
perfume, the one that we carry around for about five, six hours after the
top notes, according to the type of fragrance. They are what others
perceive, which make us recognize from afar and help us not to forget.
The base notes, or base, are the more persistent ones, with a duration of up
to eight or ten hours. Tenacious, intense, support the heart notes, have
fixing characteristics and correspond to three groups of components:
musky (with animal notes, such as civet, ambergris and beaver), wood
(such as patchouli, incense, cinnamon, sandalwood, vétiver, cedar, oak
moss) and resinoids (such as incense and myrrh).
They can persist for days and express the true personality of the perfume,
the one that generates its fidelity in use. Although today some creator loves
to deviate from the traditional pyramid structure, all the perfumes are
developed following this path, with the explosion, the intertwining and the
alternation of the various notes.
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WWW. SCENTCOMPANY.IT
Fb @luxuryscentmarketing ― Instagram @scentcompany_

